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Abstract: It is assumed that the cost of goods per unit shipped from a given source to a given destination is fixed regardless of the 
amount shipped. But in actuality the cost is not always fixed. Volume discount however is sometimes allowed for large shipments. This 
project therefore seeks to develop a mathematical model using optimization techniques to bridge the gap between demand and supply by 
discounting so as to minimize total transportation cost. The problem that will be addressed in this study centers on the transportation 
problems experienced by freight companies. Volumes of goods to be shipped incur costs hence acquiring volume discounts could 
effectively lead to reduced shipping costs. However, there are transportation problems that hinder the materialization of improved total 
output through reduced costs of shipping. We shall provide algorithms and different solution procedures to the different cases that might 
arise. The main aim of this study is to design mathematical program that would improve the total output of freight companies especially 
since they deal with shipping of goods by volume. Whether maximum profit will be realized with discounts on large volumes or not 
means to determine the best transportation route that would lead to low transportation cost and the effective transportation of these 
goods. A test of this algorithm on the GALCO company limited(Kumasi, Ghana), recorded the following results as a feasible solution; 
x=( x11 =15, x12 =0, x13=0, x21=5, x22=10, x23=8, x31=0, x32=0, x33=10). This will result in a total transportation cost of 1500x15 + 
5000x5 + 10000x10 + 8000x8 + 10000x10= GHC 311,500. This value as will be shown is far below the original value. These results are 
subject to readjustment and reassignment. Sometimes there may be different ways to model a particular problem but choosing the best 
approach minimizes the complicity of the problem and time to solve. Since any programming problem with constraint matrix structure 
the same as the transportation problem, can be regarded as a transportation type problem regardless of its physical meaning and 
because of its simple structure, modeling such problems as transportation problem requires much less effort to solve than modeling it 
differently. 
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1. Introduction 
 
When considering transportation a lot of factors must be 
considered. These factors include port selection, inland 
movement, port to port carrier selection and so on. In 
addition to these factors distribution-related issues must also 
be given attention to. Even freight companies that deal in 
large volume movements are bound to encounter serious 
transportation problems. The understanding of these 
transportation problems especially that which affects 
shipping cost is critical. Volume discounts are meant to 
target shipping cost and in minimizing these cost, volume 
discount must be acquired.  
 
A very important area of application is the management and 
efficient use of scarce resources to increase productivity. 
The application areas include operational problems 
(distributions of goods, production scheduling, production 
and machine sequencing), planning problems (capital 
budget facility allocation) and design problems (telecom and 
transport network design). 
 
Shetty (1959) formulated an algorithm to solve 
transportation problems taking nonlinear costs. The case 
when a convex production cost is included at each supply 
center besides the linear transportation cost was considered. 

The transportation problem, network integer programming 
problem, deals with the distribution of any commodity from 
any group of ‘sources’ to any group of destinations or 
‘sinks’ in the most cost effective way with a given ‘supply’ 
and ‘demand’ constraints . Depending on the nature of the 
constraint function, the transportation problem can be 
grouped into linear and nonlinear transportation problem. 
 
In the linear transportation problem (ordinary transportation 
problem) the cost per unit commodity shipped from a given 
source to a given destination is constant, regardless of the 
amount shipped. It is always supposed that the mileage 
(distance) from every source to every destination is fixed. 
To solve such transportation problem we have the 
streamlined simplex algorithm which is very efficient. The 
problem with the production capacity of each source fixed 
with constant unit transportation cost was originally 
formulated by Hitchcock (1941) and was subsequently dealt 
with independently by Koopmans during World War II. 
 
However two cases arise that makes the transportation 
problem fail to be linear. First, the cost per unit commodity 
transported may not be fixed for volume discounts 
sometimes are available for large volume shipments. This 
would make the cost function piecewise linear. In this 
instance the problem may be reformulated into a piecewise 
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linear or concave programming problem with linear 
constraints. 
 
Second, in special conditions such as transporting 
emergency materials when natural calamity occurs or 
transporting military during war times, where carrying 
network may be destroyed, directions from some sources 
to some destinations are no longer regular. As a result, the 
choice of different routs could lead to nonlinear (quadratic, 
convex …) objective function. 
 
In both of the above cases solving the transportation 
problem is not as simple as that of the linear case. In this 
work, solution procedures to the generalized transportation 
problem taking nonlinear cost function are considered. We 
then formulate the nonlinear transportation problem as; For 
a given set of n sources of commodity with known supply 
capacity and a set of m destinations with known demands; 
The objective function of transportation cost, nonlinear, 
and differentiable for a unit of product from each source to 
each destination. We are required to find the amount of 
product to be supplied from each source (may be the 
market) to meet the demand of each destination in such a 
way as to minimize the total transportation cost. The 
purpose of this paper is to find out whether giving 
discounts on transportation charges could minimize total 
transportation cost thereby increasing total revenue of both 
producers and retailers; and some of the problems 
aforementioned. We then apply existing general nonlinear 
programming algorithms to it making a suitable 
modification in order to use the special structure of the 
problem.  
 
2. Methodology 
 
A typical application of the transportation problem is to 
determine an optimal plan for shipping goods from various 
sources to various destinations given supply and demand 
constraints in order to minimize total shipping cost. We 
sometimes assume that the cost of goods per unit shipped 
from a given source to a given destination is fixed 
regardless of the amount shipped. When volume discounts 
are offered, the objective function or the constraint 
functions assume a nonlinear form. We therefore use the 
nonlinear method of solution to solve such a problem. In 
this section, we consider a transportation problem with 
nonlinear cost function. We find different solution 
procedures depending on the nature of the objective 
function. 
 
For the purposes of this paper, we shall formulate the 
Karish Kun Takah (KKT) condition as below. 
Given a differentiable function  

 
Consider the nonlinear transportation problem (NTP) 
below. 
Min C(x) 
Subject to 
Ax = b, x ≥ 0 

Where 

 
 

The optimal feasible point x should satisfy the KKT 
conditions  

, and  

xij≥ 0,  
 
Where (u,v) = (u1, u2 ….un., v1 v2….vm). 
From the above conditions and 𝜆𝜆k ≥ 0, we get, 

   

 ij   

 x ij≥ 0. 
It follows that if  

 
 
For all xij non-basic, stop and x is KKT point. 
 
2.1 General Solution Procedure for the Nonlinear 
Transportation Problem 
 
Initialization 
Find an initial basic feasible solution x  
 
Iteration 
Step 1 If x is KKT point, stop. Otherwise go to the next 
step. 
Step 2 Find a new feasible solution that improves the cost 
function and return to step 1. 
Cgonsider the transportation problem below 
 
Minimize 

 
 
Subject to 
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We then use the West Corner rule to obtain the initial basic 
feasible solution. 

 = (15, 0, 0, 5, 10, 8, 0, 0, 10). 
The partial derivatives at x are given as follows:  

 
Now we find,  

 

ie 

 
Hence 

 
setting  0, we obtain 

 
   
Hence the reduced costs for the non basic variables are  

 
Since all are non-negative, x is kkt point and optimal 
solution to the problem. 
 
3. Conclusions and Discussions 
 
After the research, it was observed that the company could 
save between 25% and 37% on transport. It had no planed 
means and route of transport for its products. An initial 
cost of about GHS 600,000 which was spent on transport 
per year had drastically reduced to GHS 311,500, hence 
saving the company huge sums of money. The percentage 
saved is calculated as: percentage saved =(amount 
saved/old cost) x100 = ((600,000 – 311500)/600,000) x 
100= 48.08%.  
 
Sometimes, there may be different ways to model a 
particular problem, but choosing the best approach 
minimizes the complexity of the problem and time to 
solve. 
 
Since any programming problem with constraint matrix 
structure the same as the transportation problem, it can be 
regarded as a transportation type problem regardless of its 

physical meaning and because of its simple structure, 
modeling such problems as transportation problem requires 
much less effort to solve than modeling it differently. 
 
In this paper the nonlinear transportation problem is 
considered as a nonlinear programming problem and 
algorithms to solve this particular problem are given. The 
first algorithm is similar to that of the transportation 
simplex algorithm except for the nonlinearity assumption. 
 
The second algorithm is dependent on the simplex 
algorithm of Zangwill that we modified to use the special 
property of the coefficient matrix of the transportation 
problem so that we may take shortcuts to make problem 
solving simple. For the purposes of even distribution of 
each product, reasonable reallocation could be made to 
unassigned destinations. 
 
We then conclude that given discounts on cost of 
transportation could lead to increased productivity of 
producers. This as a result of the fact that wholesalers and 
retailers, will have to pay less on transport for buying in 
large quantities; subsequently, consumers will buy at a 
lower cost comparatively. 
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